Prospective memory (PM) includes the encoding and maintenance of an intention, and the retrieval and execution of this intention at the proper moment in the future. The present study expands upon previous behavioral, electrophysiological, and functional work by examining the association between grey matter volume and PM. Estimates of grey matter volume in theoretically relevant regions of interest (prefrontal, parietal, and medial temporal) were obtained in conjunction with performance on two PM tasks in a sample of 39 cognitively normal and very mildly demented older adults. The first PM task, termed focal in the literature, is supported by spontaneous retrieval of the PM intention whereas the second, termed non-focal, relies on strategic monitoring processes for successful intention retrieval. A positive relationship was observed between medial temporal volume and accuracy on the focal PM task. An examination of medial temporal lobe subregions revealed that this relationship was strongest for the hippocampus, which is considered to support spontaneous memory retrieval. There were no significant structure-behavior associations for the non-focal PM task. These novel results confirm a relationship between behavior and underlying brain structure proposed by the multiprocess theory of PM, and extend findings on cognitive correlates of medial temporal lobe integrity.
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Introduction
Prospective memory (PM) refers to the process of remembering to remember. PM requires the initial planning and formation of an intention, later recognition of a cue and recollection of its associated intention, and executing this intention in coordination with ongoing activity (Marsh, Hicks, & Watson, 2002) . PM is fundamental to the performance of every-day tasks such as remembering to turn off one's cell phone in a movie theatre or remembering to stop for groceries on the way home from work. In typical event-based PM paradigms (i.e., responding to a specific event in the future), participants engage in a primary ongoing task while simultaneously remembering to make a unique response to infrequent targets associated with a previously encoded intention (McDaniel & Einstein, 2007) .
According to the multiprocess theory (McDaniel & Einstein, 2000 , 2007 , qualitatively different processes support the retrieval of the PM intention depending upon the context. A determining factor is the degree to which encoded features of the PM cue are extracted as part of the ongoing activity (see Einstein et al., 2005; McDaniel & Einstein, 2007) . For non-focal tasks, ongoing task processing does not stimulate processing of critical PM cue features (see Knight et al., 2011; McDaniel & Einstein, 2007) . For example, when the PM cue is a particular syllable (e.g., "tor"), and the ongoing activity requires a category judgment (e.g., is "tornado" a member of given category "weather"), the ongoing task emphasizes semantic features, whereas the critical recognition features for the PM cue are syllabic. This lack of overlap requires additional strategic monitoring processes for successful non-focal PM cue recognition (Einstein et al., 2005; see Shallice & Burgess, 1991, and Smith, 2003 for views of PM monitoring).
For focal tasks, information relevant to the ongoing task overlaps with encoded PM cue features. In the just mentioned categorydecision activity, the whole-word target "tornado" would be a focal cue, assuming people access semantic features during intention formation and when making category decisions. From the multiprocess theory perspective, such focal cues elicit spontaneous retrieval processes to support PM (see Einstein & McDaniel, 1996; McDaniel, Robinson-Riegler, & Einstein, 1998 , for initial characterizations of spontaneous PM retrieval).
The predictions of the multiprocess theory were examined in a seminal study conducted by Einstein et al. (2005; see also Scullin, McDaniel, Shelton, & Lee, 2010 ) that manipulated cue focality. Participants demonstrated significant slowing when a non-focal PM demand was embedded in an ongoing task (relative to a control condition that involved only the ongoing task), but no such costs were observed when a focal PM demand was embedded. The ongoing task costs in the non-focal condition were directly associated
